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During the summer of 2016, the Syrian regime scored two strategic victories over 

opposition forces: it took control of Daraya, a suburb of Damascus, and imposed a siege 

on Aleppo. On both these fronts, major factions of the Free Syrian Army (FSA) were 

conspicuous by their absence. In the northern part of the country, Turkish-backed rebel 

brigades were busy celebrating their victories against the so-called Islamic State (IS, also 

known as ISIS/ISIL/Daesh) and the Kurdish dominated Syrian Democratic Force. In the 

south, Jordanian-backed factions were loyally fulfilling their mission as border guards, 

far from the battlefields against the regime. Since mid-2015, most non-jihadist rebel 

factions have been marginalized in the fight against the regime, not so much because the 

FSA no longer exists, as sometimes claimed, but because their backers ask them to 

deescalate the fight against Assad forces to be able to focus on other enemies instead. 

This marginalization has two consequences. First, it has made Assad and his allies 

confident enough in their capacity to militarily defeat the rebellion that they felt no need 

to seriously take part in political negotiations or abide by negotiated truces. Second, it 

has left the jihadist and Salafist factions of the rebellion practically alone on the 

battlefields, granting them near monopoly over the revolutionary discourse. 

 

The FSA is a collection of brigades, usually organized locally without a centralized chain 

of command. These brigades are sometimes part of larger coalitions comprising several 

thousand fighters. Lacking unity and centralization, they coordinate on specific 

battlefields, but rarely on political and strategic decisions. Their political orientation 

varies from secular nationalism to Muslim-brotherhood-style Islamism, with a clear 

majority of them being non-ideological. Most are military defectors and former civilians 

motivated to overthrow the regime.1 “FSA factions” can simply be defined as those who 

claim to be part of the FSA, without referring to any leadership on a national level, as 

opposed to “Islamist factions” who do not claim to be part of the FSA and tend to be 
                                                             
1 Policy makers and researchers, including the author of this piece in previous articles, largely used the term “moderate” to 

describe the political orientation of these brigades. However, it seems inappropriate, as none of them would agree to be 

described as moderately revolutionary or moderately anti-Assad.    
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aligned with some national or international leadership. 2  Taken as a whole, the FSA-

aligned brigades make up the majority of the rebel forces. However, their inability to 

define a common agenda or strategy is their main weakness. This has made them 

particularly exposed to pressure to serve foreign interests rather than their own, 

particularly those of Turkey, Jordan and the United States, each of which has priorities 

other than to fight the Assad regime or to confront Russia.  

 

The main foreign backers of the rebellion have created the Jordan-based MOC (Military 

Operations Centres) and the Turkey-based MOM (Müşterek Operasyon Merkezi) to 

support a selection of FSA factions. Their aid is limited, irregular, and comes with strings-

attached. Each country has developed its own channels to individually support factions 

outside of these operation centres, without coordinating with other countries.   

 

Foreign backers are increasingly pushing for de-escalation of the fight against the Assad 

regime in order to redeploy rebel forces in peripheral fights against secondary enemies. 

This has contributed significantly to the loss of local legitimacy for the FSA, and to its 

marginalization to the benefit of the regime and the jihadists.  

 

 

I. Military de-escalation: stop fighting Assad to better fight jihadism? 

 

The failed attempt to turn individual revolutionary factions into Sahwat 

   

In September 2014, the US started a US$500million program to train and equip 

opposition fighters to fight against ISIS and eventually against Jabhat al-Nusra. One year 

after the beginning of the program, several thousand fighters had applied but less than a 

hundred completed the training. The vast majority withdrew after they were requested 

to sign a document pledging that they will not fight Assad forces.3  

 

In July and September 2015, two units of the newly created 30th Division, composed of 

the few dozen fighters who had completed the training, entered Syria and were both 

times immediately captured by Jabhat al-Nusra4. The reason for their capture, and for the 

absence of solidarity from other rebels, was not because they were US-backed, but rather 

because they had pledged not to fight against Assad. Indeed, many MOM-backed FSA 

factions also receive military support from the CIA and allies, but as these factions fight 

                                                             
2 Even if some FSA factions could also be described as Islamists, such as the Muslim-brother affiliated ones, Arab media, 

researchers and the factions themselves tend to use the terms “FSA” (al-Jeish al-Souri al-Hor) and “Islamist factions” (al-

fasael al-islamiya), usually mentioning both when different factions are taking part in a battle. 

3 Ibrahim Hamidi, “Syrian opposition fighters withdraw from US 'Train and Equip' program”, Syrian Observer, 22 June 2015, 

available at   

www.syrianobserver.com/EN/News/29382/Syrian_Opposition_Fighters_Withdraw_from_US_Train_Equip_Program  

4  BBC Arabic, “The United States ‘failed to protect band of 30 fighters’ in Syria”, 5 August 2015, available at 

www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/08/150805_syria_usa_plan  

http://www.syrianobserver.com/EN/News/29382/Syrian_Opposition_Fighters_Withdraw_from_US_Train_Equip_Program
http://www.bbc.com/arabic/middleeast/2015/08/150805_syria_usa_plan
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both Assad and ISIS, they are not perceived to be counter-revolutionary, as the 30th 

Division had been.  

 

While FSA factions were eager to fight ISIS, it was extremely naïve of the US to imagine 

that they could create such docile proxies and require of them to stop fighting their main 

enemy without provoking defections and clashes with other rebels.  

 

The example of Harakat Hazm is particularly telling of the USA’s goal of turning effective 

rebel forces into mere proxies. Harakat Hazm was created in early 2014 by various rebel 

groups, many of which had played a central role in expelling ISIS from northwest Syria in 

the winter 2013-14 and had advanced combat experience against the regime. Harakat 

Hazm have always had bad relations with Jabhat al-Nusra (which, unlike ISIS, is 

supposedly allied to the FSA), and the two groups often clashed. Hazm was long 

considered to be one of the USA’s favoured groups in northern Syria,5 but it was left 

without support when, at the end of 2014, it came under attack and was eventually 

destroyed by Jabhat al-Nusra. When the author asked a former member of Harakat Hazm 

why the USA didn’t support them when they were attacked, he explained that “by 

September 2014 the United States started to pressure us to leave the battle field against 

Assad and to send all our forces to fight ISIS. We had no problem to go fight ISIS, but 

wouldn’t agree to stop fighting Assad. From then on, our relations with the Americans 

went from bad to worse and eventually they stopped backing us. When Jabhat al-Nusra 

attacked us, we had already lost all foreign support. We lost because we dared to disobey 

the Americans.”6  

 

The failure of truces 

 

While the strategy of selecting factions to pull away from the battlefield so that they could 

fight jihadists had proved to be a failure, the alternative strategy was to impose 

nationwide truces with the regime. On two occasions, a Russian-American deal was 

reached to impose a truce on belligerent forces. While the truce of February-March 2016 

led to a reduction of fighting for over a month, the one in September 2016 was never 

effectively implemented.7  

 

The Assad regime and Russia clearly had no intention of respecting their engagements 

and saw the truces simply as a way to gain time and to test the determination of the 

rebellion and its supposed allies. For the regime, truces are not a first step towards a 

                                                             
5 Jeffrey White, “Rebels Worth Supporting: Syria's Harakat Hazm.” The Washington Institute, Policywatch 2244, April 28 2014, 

available at www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/rebels-worth-supporting-syrias-harakat-hazm  

6 Skype interview with a former member of Harakat Hazm, October 2016. 

7  Schwartz, Felicia, “Administration’s Failed Syria Truce Assailed by Senators,” The Wall Street Journal, 29 Sept 2016.  

http://www.wsj.com/articles/administrations-failed-syria-truce-assailed-by-senators-1475170893  

http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/rebels-worth-supporting-syrias-harakat-hazm
http://www.wsj.com/articles/administrations-failed-syria-truce-assailed-by-senators-1475170893
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political negotiation but rather a step towards the complete surrender of rebels, as was 

the case for local truces in Damascus and Homs.8  

 

For foreign backers of the rebellion, particularly the USA, the truces had three objectives. 

The first was to allow FSA factions to redeploy on the fronts against ISIS. The USA failed 

to convince individual factions to fight only ISIS when the battle with the regime was still 

ongoing and was hoping to succeed in this argument if the regime’s attacks stopped. The 

second objective was to end the mutual dependency between the FSA and Jabhat al-

Nusra/Fateh al-Sham. 9  Despite deep ideological differences, they are all militarily 

dependent on the battlefield against the regime. The idea was that the end of the 

confrontation with Assad forces would allow the FSA to break away from their jihadist 

ally of convenience, and eventually to marginalize groups that oppose a political solution 

in Syria. The third objective was to make the truce into a first step toward a political 

settlement in the longer term. 

 

While almost all of the opposition forces rallied to the principle of a political solution and 

de-escalation with the regime, Jabhat al-Nusra/Fateh al-Sham reclaims the revolutionary 

discourse and presents itself as the only force striving for the definitive fall of the Assad 

regime. Those accepting compromise with Assad were called defeatists, if not traitors. 

The failure of the truces proved the jihadists right. The regime had no intention to respect 

them and diplomacy has not could not save Aleppo. Only the military action led by Jabhat 

Fateh al-Sham in August was successful in breaking the siege.10  

 

During the regime’s major offensive in Aleppo since April 2016, Jabhat al-Nusra/Fateh 

al-Sham seems to be the only force capable of facing Assad forces. Within FSA factions, 

morale was at its lowest. During the so-called truce of spring 2016, Jabhat al-Nusra 

recruited fighters by the hundreds, mainly among die-hard FSA fighters who were 

convinced not by the ideology of the group but rather by its will to fight.11  

                                                             
8  Jennifer Cafarella, Katie Menoche, Genevieve Casagrande, and the ISW Syria Team, “U.N. push for ceasefires in Syria 

achieves results, but empowers regime”, Institute for the Study of War, 31 December 2015, available at  

iswresearch.blogspot.fr/2015/12/un-push-for-ceasefires-in-syria.html  

9  In July 2016, Jabhat al-Nusra changed its name to Jabhat Fateh al-Sham (“Front for the Conquest of the Levant”) and 

announced the severing of its hierarchical ties to al-Qaeda.  

10Al-Souria.net, “Jeish Fateh Halab breaks the siege on opposition controlled areas, the most significant step since the start 

of the fighting”, 6 August 2016 (in Arabic), available at www.alsouria.net/content/-جيش-فتح-حلب-يفك-الحصار-عن-مناطق-سيطرة

 The operational leader of the Jabhat al-Nusra/Fateh al-Sham led coalition that broke the .المعارضة-في-أهم-تقدم-منذ-بدء-المعارك

siege of Aleppo was killed by a US strike, see Huffington Post Arabic, “Killing of commander of ‘breaking the siege of Aleppo’: 

Who was Abu Omar Saraqeb, Commander-General of the Army of Conquest?”, 9 September 2016 (in Arabic), available at 

  www.huffpostarabi.com/2016/09/09/story_n_11924756.html  
11 Several accounts of FSA members joining the Jabhat al-Nusra to take part in the battle against the regime were reported 

by the author. Charles Lister estimates that the group recruited up to 3000 fighters from February to June 2016 in Idlib and 

Aleppo alone. See Charles Lister, “Profiling Jabhat al-nusra”, Center for Middle East Policy at Brookings, Analysis Paper No. 

24, July 2016, available at 

 www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/iwr_20160728_profiling_nusra.pdf  

http://iswresearch.blogspot.fr/2015/12/un-push-for-ceasefires-in-syria.html
https://www.alsouria.net/content/جيش-فتح-حلب-يفك-الحصار-عن-مناطق-سيطرة-المعارضة-في-أهم-تقدم-منذ-بدء-المعارك
https://www.alsouria.net/content/جيش-فتح-حلب-يفك-الحصار-عن-مناطق-سيطرة-المعارضة-في-أهم-تقدم-منذ-بدء-المعارك
http://www.huffpostarabi.com/2016/09/09/story_n_11924756.html
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/iwr_20160728_profiling_nusra.pdf
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In the end, the failed de-escalation strategy made Assad and Russia overtly confident in 

their ability to break any of their diplomatic engagements without having to fear the 

consequences. It also gave a new momentum to jihadists who had opposed this strategy 

from the start.12 While de-escalation was supposed to marginalize jihadists, it actually 

put them in the centre of the game, as besieged people in Aleppo know they can count 

more on them to break the siege than on the international community or on the tied-up 

FSA.  

 

II. The Free Syrian Army: Away from the centre, guarding the borders  

 

Another element that contributed to challenging the FSA’s local legitimacy, and to its 

marginalization in the conflict, is that neighbouring countries, namely Jordan and Turkey, 

are using thousands of fighters to guard their borders. The “Euphrates Shield” operation 

in northern Syria and the MOC-backed “Southern-Front” border guard missions have 

directly facilitated significant gains by regime forces and gave an opportunity to Islamist 

factions to present themselves as the only ones left on the battlefields. 

 

The marginalization of the Southern-Front FSA factions 

 

In southern Syria, the rebellion managed to keep a rather nationalist identity and limit 

the influence of Salafist and jihadist factions. FSA groups are deeply rooted within their 

local community and largely dominated by military defectors. The “Southern-Front” 

operation room gathered over 50 factions and 15,000 to 30,000 fighters. It could have 

served as a counter-model to the jihadist-dominated Jeish al-Fateh coalition which is 

dominant in the north, but the “Southern-Front” factions have achieved little in the last 

year. The “Southern-Front” was seen as the opportunity to build an organized army that 

was independent of jihadist influence and could break the siege of the southern suburbs 

of Damascus, seriously challenging Assad in the capital and forcing him to make 

concessions and enter real negotiations.  

 

Instead, the policy of the MOC was to de-escalate the fight against the regime and to have 

the factions that it supports focus on clearing and securing the Jordanian border. The 

factions of the “Southern-Front” have also been extremely weakened by the inconstancy 

and irregularity of the support provided by the MOC. Thus, these factions have had very 

little autonomy and nearly no leverage on the strategy decided in the MOC and imposed 

upon them. The MOC exerts its control over the factions using a carrot and stick policy. 

When it is decided that a front should be opened, munitions, weapons, salaries and access 

to Jordanian hospitals are provided. When the MOC decides that a battle should stop, 

military support is cut, and access to Jordanian hospitals is closed. Jordan publicly 

cooperates with Russia on the Syrian file, and there is a serious fear among southern 

                                                             
12  Félix Legrand, “The strategy of Jabhat Al-Nusra / Jabhat Fath Al-Sham in regarding the truces in Syria”, Network of 

Researchers in International Affairs (NORIA), 2 October 2016, available at  http://www.noria-research.com/strategy-

regarding-truces-in-syria/  

http://www.noria-research.com/strategy-regarding-truces-in-syria/
http://www.noria-research.com/strategy-regarding-truces-in-syria/
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factions and civilians that a refusal to cooperate with Jordanian authorities would cause 

the Russians to step up and strike the south with the same intensity as it strikes the 

north.13  

 

The fall of Daraya  

 

Daraya is a town in the suburbs of Damascus which served as a model for the Syrian 

revolutionary movement. Despite years of siege and intense shelling, it kept strong social 

and civil activities, and was a rare case where the local council maintained control over 

the armed groups. This model of political-military cooperation with locally rooted 

factions is still serving as an example to revolutionary forces striving for autonomy from 

Islamist factions and foreign agendas. This particularly successful model, along with 

Daraya’s position only a few kilometres from the presidential palace, made it an urgent 

target for regime to suppress. During the brief month-and-a-half truce in February-April 

2016, the regime decided unilaterally to exclude Daraya from the truce deal.14  

 

The Battle of Daraya continued until the end of August when the regime’s Republican 

Guards finally forced the last rebels and civilians out of the town. In the meantime, the 

tens of thousands of fighters from the “Southern-Front” were not allowed by their 

backers to attack the regime, even though they stand only 30km away from Daraya.  Even 

months after the end of the truce, the MOC-backed factions were not allowed to engage 

battle with the regime and had to concentrate on clearing the Jordanian borders of small 

ISIS-affiliated factions.  

 

Turkey’s priorities come before the rebel’s 

 

In the north of Syria, a similar situation is happening, as rebels are used to clear Turkey’s 

border and fight its enemies instead of fighting Assad. Turkey had until now held one of 

the most hawkish anti-Assad positions in the international community, but eventually its 

other priorities began to overcome those of the Syrian opposition. While Assad forces 

were consolidating their positions in Aleppo, besieging nearly 300,000 people, Turkey 

pushed thousands of FSA fighters into the battle of Jarablous against ISIS and against the 

Kurdish dominated Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF). The ultimate goal of this operation 

is to cut the SDF’s progress along the border and prevent the Kurds from unifying the 

territories that they held. Once again, as in the south, significant manpower and 

firepower are used to secure the borders and serve the direct interest of a foreign actor. 

The consequence of this is the marginalization of FSA brigades as they concentrate nearly 

all their forces on a secondary battle at a time when Aleppo is about to fall back under 

the regime’s control. The Turkish-backed “Euphrates Shield” operation is ultimately 

                                                             
13  Sky News Arabia, “Jordanian-Russian military coordination in Syria”, 23 October 2016, (in Arabic) available at 

www.skynewsarabia.com/web/article/785128/  

14 Tom Coghlan, “Assad regime vows to continue bombing Daraya despite truce”, The Times, 25 February 2016, available at  

http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/world/middleeast/article4699346.ece  

http://www.skynewsarabia.com/web/article/785128/%D8%AA%D9%86%D8%B3%D9%8A%D9%82-%D8%B9%D8%B3%D9%83%D8%B1%D9%8A-%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%B3%D9%8A-%D8%A7%D9%94%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%86%D9%8A-%D8%A8%D8%B4%D8%A7%D9%94%D9%86-%D8%B3%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/world/middleeast/article4699346.ece
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leaving the space wide open for the regime and the jihadists to fight the central battles in 

Idlib, Hama and Aleppo.   

 

 

III. Challenging the legitimacy of the Free Syrian Army  

 

The marginalization of the FSA from the central battles has provoked strong reactions 

within the revolutionary movement. It was largely agreed among opposition circles that 

the inaction of the “Southern-Front” had enabled the regime to deploy its forces on other 

central battles, allowing it to control Daraya and to besiege Aleppo. As for the “Euphrates 

Shield”, an increasing number of fighters are questioning the timing of the operation. 

 

By June 2016, a statement called “The Hauran call for help” was signed by 50 of the most 

prominent figures of the revolution, including military leaders, clerics, activists and 

intellectuals. Symbolically, the first signatory was Abo Jamal, the FSA leader of the armed 

resistance in Daraya.15 The statement called on revolutionaries in the south to start the 

fight again. All through the summer, as the regime was progressing in Daraya and Aleppo, 

leaders of the “Southern-Front” were compared to traitors, cowards and contrasted with 

Islamists in the north who were continuing the battle.  In July, a fatwa issued by 54 clerics, 

including some close to Al-Qaeda such as Abdullah al-Muhseiny of Jeish al-Fateh, 

declared it illegal (haram) to be a member of a faction that is not fighting the regime.16 In 

the meantime, Ahrar al-sham’s spokesman called on people to overthrow the leaders of 

the “Southern-Front”.17 

 

Southern FSA-affiliated factions are trapped between pressure from Islamists calling 

them traitors and from their own backers forcing them to sit and watch Aleppo and the 

suburbs of Damascus being destroyed. The leaders accepting the conditions of the MOC 

are losing all local legitimacy. In 2016, two coups by FSA fighters against their own 

leaders took place in two of the most important factions in the south: Liwa Shabab al-

Sunna in August and Jabhat Thuwar Souriya in September. In early August, Ahmad al-

Auda, the leader of Liwa Shabab al-Sunna in Bosra al-Sham, was deposed by fighters of 

the brigade and some civilians. A few days later, the MOC quickly reacted and had factions 

of the “Southern-Front” attack the group’s headquarters in Bosra al-Sham to put Ahmad 

al-Auda back in his position.18 An FSA fighter told the author that “everyone hates Ahmad 

                                                             
15 Horrya.net, “Activists and leaders of the Syrian Revolution launch a "Hauran call for help", June 2016 (in Arabic) available 

at horrya.net/?p=7638  

16 Syrian Press Centre, “54 Clerics issue a fatwa declaring ‘haram’ remaining under the banner of any faction that cannot 

fight the regime”, 18 July 2016 (in Arabic) available at syrianpc.com/54-عالما ً-يصدرون-فتوى-البقاء-تحت-راية-أي/    

17 Tweet from Labib al-Nahhas, Chief of Foreign Political Relations for Ahrar al-Sham, 2 August 2016 (in Arabic) available at 

twitter.com/LabibAlNahhas/status/760562856270106625  

18 Syrian Mirror, “Popular coup against Shabab al-Sunna opposition group in Borsa al-Sham”, 3 August 2016 (in Arabic) 

available at syrian-mirror.net/ar/األقسام/مرآة-البلد/انقالب-شعبي-ضد-فصيل-شباب-السنة-المعارض-في-بصرى-الشام/    

http://horrya.net/?p=7638
https://syrianpc.com/54-عالماً-يصدرون-فتوى-البقاء-تحت-راية-أي/
https://twitter.com/LabibAlNahhas/status/760562856270106625
http://syrian-mirror.net/ar/الأقسام/مرآة-البلد/انقلاب-شعبي-ضد-فصيل-شباب-السنة-المعارض-في-بصرى-الشام/
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al-Auda, but the MOC wants him there. He is not a revolutionary. He is the slave of the 

MOC”.19  

 

In September, Liwa al-Shahid al-Omayan tried to launch border guard strike and decided 

to pull out of its position along the Jordanian border.20 The main demand was to open the 

border for injured fighters, which Jordan had been closing as a way to prevent rebels 

from engaging in battles. “We hoped that by this action, other factions would have 

followed us as an act of protest against Jordan. Unfortunately, pressures are too high and 

until now, all other factions are pursuing their duty as border guards”.21 

 

In the north, criticisms of “Euphrates Shield” operations are rising. The FSA is trying to 

convince itself that a second phase of these operations consists of taking back Aleppo 

from Assad. But they are under fierce criticism from other factions, mainly jihadists, who 

are excluded from the Turkish-backed operation, and who feel left alone on the fronts of 

Aleppo and Hama. Despite the successes of the operation against ISIS and Kurdish forces, 

many rebels are wondering whether it is really a priority to take Tel Rifaat or al-Bab, 

when Aleppo is besieged.  An FSA faction from Idlib withdrew from the “Euphrates 

Shield” operation, according to their statement, because of the situation on the fronts 

against the regime.22 Several FSA fighters who took part in the first days of the operation 

went back to their local brigades to protect their community from the regime.23 

 

Conclusion 

The Syrian war has become an internationalized conflict in which local actors struggle to 

have some leverage on the course of the events. Fighting without outside support has 

become impossible. However, what is important is for all actors in Syria to be allies of 

foreign backers instead of mere proxies. The FSA is too decentralized and fragmented to 

avoid the imposition of agendas by external actors, and it is nearly impossible for the 

rebels to define a common long-term strategy.  

 

In comparison, the Kurdish PKK-aligned forces have been more successful in negotiating 

their agenda with their backers, using the competition between potential backers Russia 

and the USA to push each to raise their offers. For example, they agreed to take the Arab 

town of Shadadi from ISIS at the request of the Americans in exchange for the guarantee 

that they will be supported in Minbij. They are also currently negotiating their way to 

Raqqa, which they will not help take if they do not get anything in return.  

 

                                                             
19 Skype interview with a Deraa based FSA fighter, September 2016. 

20 “The withdrawal of Liwa al-Shahid al-Omayan border guards due to the border closure”, YouTube, 25 September 2016 (in 

Arabic) available at www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwaoN2JgffI  

21 Skype interview with a member of Liwa al-Shahid al-Omayan in October 2016. 

22 Aletihad Press, “Mountain Hawks Brigade suspends participation in the ‘Euphrates Shield’ operations and announces its 

withdrawal”, 17 September 2016 (in Arabic), available at aletihadpress.com/2016/09/17/-لواء-صقور-الجبل-يعلق-مشاركته-في-درع

  /الف

23 Skype interviews, September-October 2016. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwaoN2JgffI
http://aletihadpress.com/2016/09/17/لواء-صقور-الجبل-يعلق-مشاركته-في-درع-الف/
http://aletihadpress.com/2016/09/17/لواء-صقور-الجبل-يعلق-مشاركته-في-درع-الف/
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For the FSA, it is precisely their inability to resist foreign backers and to develop some 

leverage over the decisions imposed on them that has pushed them to the margins of the 

battlefields. There is a widespread perception in the West that the FSA does not exist 

anymore. This is generally untrue, but the reality is that the tens of thousands of FSA 

fighters have been pushed out away from the central fight by foreign backers, leaving the 

space wide open for both Assad and the jihadists.  

 

The current battle to break the siege of Aleppo is particularly telling of this situation. 

After the failure of diplomacy, military support could have been provided to factions 

fighting under the Turkey-backed “Euphrates Shield” coalition, factions of the Free Idlib 

Army, as well as to urban warfare specialists of Daraya, who recently arrived in the north. 

This would have the effect of re-legitimizing the FSA among the revolutionary movement, 

giving them the opportunity to score a symbolic victory in which jihadist would have 

played but a minor role.  Instead, the FSA receives support only for secondary battles, 

and the current attempts to break the siege is once again led by former al-Qaeda, Jabhat 

Fateh al-Sham. 
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